
                    It's easy to think that communication   
                                      is our primary difficulty. 

Yet our primary difficulty  
is deeper than communication.  

 

Relationships are our greatest human challenge.

          

Our primary struggle is our two core human drives:

          
To be autonomous, 

independent

Our drive to be separate

          

Our drive to connect

To be together, to love & be loved, to belong to the tribe



          

We find it hard to be separate while connecting

Together 

Separate 
          

Some of us stay too separate and don't connect enough

Too Separate: 

not trusting or 
knowing how 

to connect

          

More of us don't stay separate enough

Too Together: 
too often reacting to the other instead of acting for self & having own life

Think of two people each on their side of the street 
who meet in the middle.



The root challenge of all relationships is how to :

Stay separate

while connecting

To stay separate,  stay on your side of the street. 
Think, feel, speak, and act for yourself.

Leave the other person 
to do the same.

❏ my meaning of life
❏ my work 
❏ my health
❏ my respect & love for myself
❏ my fun & joy
❏ my emotions & mood
❏ my beliefs & values 
❏ my habits & behavior 
                   

We each have a lot to care for on our side of the street,
in our separate life:

Care, share, enjoy, and support the other person while 
you each are responsible for your separate life. 



When we connect, it's like enjoying a picnic together. 
 We bring ourselves and a contribution.

We are each 
100% responsible 

for what we 
contribute

 
    

                

These create connection:
We are each 100% responsible for what we contribute. Act for you!

         

 

                                                

                      
                      
                      
      
     

 

         
  

     

asking, inviting, requesting, offering

sharing my viewpoint, thoughts, feelings & preferences 

positive outlook with focus on cooperation & solutions

help, humor, empathy, gratitude, humility, loving presence   

good mood & good manners

friendly voice/ face/ gestures 

me with you mindset, flexibility, negotiation, compromise 

         

            

 

 
    

                

These harm connection: 
           We are each 100% responsible for our behavior.  Don't blame  
            the other person for your rotten contribution.  That's on you!   

         

 

                                                

                      
                      
                      
      
     

 

         
  

     

demanding, nagging, threatening, withdrawing

pretending that I can think, feel, speak for the other person 

pessimistic outlook with focus on problems & blame

sarcasm, insults, name-calling, better-than-you stance    

bad mood & bad manners

yelling, aggressive tone, pitch, and gestures  

 me versus you mindset, inflexibility, refusal to compromise  

         

            

 

It can be hard to see, yet all relationship problems 
are rooted in the challenge of 

staying separate while connecting.

Reflect on your house, especially your self-respect & 
emotions . These are inside you and are your 

responsibility.  When you're not happy in your 
house, your inner discontent & reactivity will  bring 
rotten food to the picnic though you don't want it.

 That's the good news! With some introspection,  
you can fill up your house and fill up your picnic 

basket of relationships.     

Contact  me for help in Vermont or on Zoom: Beth Martell, certified relationship coach / Martellcoaching,com


